
neighbouring forts of Watercrook, Overborough and Ribchester.

Later in the occupation~ the estuary of the river through Ashton

and Conder Green to Glasson and beyond, would be patrolled and

guarded, whilst vicinal ways to the larger Brigantian settlements

would grow into permanent roads. The development of local

industry and especially the pottery and tile kilns and iron

working hearths of the Quernmore valley, would mean roads leading

east over the Ridge

For every route marked on the map there is some evidence,

however flimsy. It is hoped in future articles to examine each

route in some detail. In the meantime, the writer would be

pleased to have any evidence, or information, based on personal

observation, on oral tradition, or on early maps, which,would add
I

to our knowledge of the Roman roads around Lancaster .

Excavations at Low Pleasant, Quernmore, 1972 by G.M. Leather

In June 1972 Mr. Alan King and students of Chorley College of

Education undertook a small excavation at Low Pleasant (Q2). He

had previously arranged for a magnetometer survey of the area

adjacent to the kiln (Kl) found in 1971 to be done by Leeds

University. On the strength of the results he started to excavate

near to the stream and about 20 metres from the road wall

They were unfortunate in the weather but the result of their

excavation was that they found an iron roasting hearth (HI) about

600mm below the surface. They were unable to determine its shape

but w~e able to establish that it contained nodules of iron

intermixed with charcoal in quite a thick bed. Amongst the

material were some Roman tile fragments which could, of course,

have come from the adjacent kiln (Kl). This was the only dating
material found

Excavation by the Lancaster Archaeological Society was started

simultaneously, and they back filled the iron hearth as the weather

seemed against further activity. It did improve, however, and a

small excavation nearby, but higher to the east, was opened. This

gave a "drain" of stone construction which could have been a field
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drain (unlikely) or a means of getting water from the stream to

a point not yet .discovered

On the conclusion of the hearth work it was decided to examine

the long tongue of land close to the wall of the wood near the kiln

(Kl). The ground indicated burning and over several weeks of

excavation, a kiln (K2) was uncovered. This was well formed with

a semicircular'stone back wall. It would seem from the description

given by Mr. Thomas Kelsall, who kindly gave permission for the

excavations, that this was the most likely site of the 1908

Alice Johnson excavation. This was subsequently confirmed by

Wr. John Pye who very kindly loaned his tractor and his son to

undertake the mechanical back filling of the kiln. It seems that

~i'r.PyeSnr. (Grandfather) remembers the excavation, as does

llr. \Villiam Kelsall. The description given by Alice Johnson

matches the remains found, but it seems quite obvious that she did

not go more than a few feet down

The kiln is rouGhly 2m (6' 9") in diameter and about 5 tons

of limestone were excavated from it. It has a long fire tunnel, •
which stands approximately 0.9m (3' 0") high, leading from the kiln.

The back wall stood to aoproximately 2m (6' 8") high. At the

entrance to the tunnel was a thick bed (more than 150mm) of fine

charcoal. Further to the west was discovered a considerable

quantity of pottery debris including two pieces of stamped mortaria

The pottery all fell comfortably in the bracket 80-160 as had

that from Kiln Kl, and Mrs. Katharine Hartley kindly examined the

two stamped pieces found. These she dated to the period 110-150.

They bear the name TRITV(S), a name not otherwise known to her. It

would thus seem that TRITVS was the potter at Quernmore and that

the original kiln was intended for the production of IT.ortaria.

Pieces of mortarium rim were found and one of these was found

propping up and acting as a leveller for the first course of

stonework

Some of the fragments of mortaria that were found were in a

very crude and elem~ntary state suggesting they were part-made and

discarded vessels. It would seem then that TRITVS was making

mortaria for sale at Lancaster (presumably) and this can be

confirmed by the finding in Lancaster trench 3 of 1970 just adjacent

10 (I
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The name TRITV(S)is otherwise unknown, although Alice Johnson in 1908 found a part-stamp VTwhich must have been
part of the same name. These fragments have been examined by Mrs K.F. Hart1ey who dates them to the period 110-150
A.D.



to the peculiar piece of woodwork, of a portion of the mouth of

the mortarium exactly matching in style and fl~brica fragment

found at Quernmore in 1972. It is significant that the dating of

material at Quernmore and the dating of the material in Lancaster

1970 trench 3 match closely

One larger tile fragment was recovered with a footprint of

a sheep

The sequence would seem to indicate that the kiln was built

originally for the manufacture of mortaria and has subsequently

been rebuilt when the stonework Was put in, probably to prevent

the clay shelf from crumbling, amd then rebuilt again with the

substantial stone back wall in place of the original clay wall 

this time.with the intention of burning limestone. It would seem

that the charcOal had been manufactured on the site and probably

in connection with the burning, in this case, of limestone.

Several layers of charcoal were discernible. It is not known if

the Romans used limestone as a flux for their iron working.

However, owing to the proximity of the iron hearth, the limestone

could have been intended as a flux. It could also, of course, have

been used as a basis of mortar, or for agricultural purposes. The

iron itself would have been required for tha manufacture of

building material such as nails and it looks as though the whole

combined site was intended to operate as one. The evidence in the

kiln did not suggest that the activity was Medieval although it

could have been

We must thank Dr. Blundell of Lancaster University who

undertook a magnetometer survey of the site at Lythe Brow (Ql).

Following this, that kiln site was in November 1972 briefly
I ,

examined and it is likely that parts of the wall and ftoor of a

kiln were located, though not registered by the magnetometer. It
I

is hoped to examine this site further during 1973 '
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